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What is Bkav SmartHome?
Bkav SmartHome system connects all devices in your house together as a network system and controls them based on smart scenarios. The 

devices include lighting system, curtains, air conditioner, television, stereo system, water heater, ventilator, dehumidifier, environmental sensor, 

video door bell, security camera, electronic fences, gas-leak alarm, smoke alarm, garden watering system, etc.

For a conventional smart home system, you shall need dozens or 

even up to hundreds of switches to control all the devices. However, 

with Bkav SmartHome, everything shall be controlled with only a few 

of buttons on touch screen of a smartphone or tablet. You can also 

control your house via visual 3D interface, in which the devices are 

simulated same as in reality, just by tapping the corresponding 

device in 3D interface to control.



Here is a common scenario: when driving home from your workplace, you simply tap "home mode", the water 

heater will begin working, the ventilation system and air conditioner will be activated, etc. so that when you 

open the door, everything is ready to serve

Not only receiving “command”, Bkav SmartHome also actively "serves" its owner. In the morning, the 

curtains slightly open, sound system plays gentle music of your favorite taste, air conditioner is adjusted 

to higher temperature to encourage you to beat your “laziness” and get out of bed each morning. 

Besides smartphone, tablet, you can also control Bkav SmartHome directly through voice control. 

How does it work?

SMARTHOME IN YOUR REACH !

The following example may help you visualize the system operation: When a guest arrives, you simply touch "Guest", the living room is brightly 

lit, curtains go up, air conditioner temperature and music volume is set to a lower level, etc. As usual, you would have to run across the rooms 

and press many switches to do this. It is so convenient to do all the works just by touching a button on the screen. Another example for the 

bedtime, instead of looking around the house, pulling the curtains, locking the doors, turning off the lights, walking blindly to the bed etc. just by 

tapping “Bedtime mode” on your phone or tablet, the system will do all the things for you and simultaneously activate the security system, alarm 

when detecting illegal intrusion.



DEPLOYING SMARTHOME, MORE REAL THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE

With the most innovative communication technologies such as Zigbee (specialized wireless data transfer 

technology), PLC (Power Line Communication) etc. SmartHome system can be deployed easily in existing 

houses or brand new ones without having to re-arrange electric lines or their infrastructures.

Arising demands and needs of changes when using SmartHome are inevitable. Thus, wireless design is very 

convenient for the expansion and change of your needs. For example, your family needs to build new rooms, 

expand old rooms or simply set up a new aquarium (with demand for lighting control, water purification 

based on standards) all these changes can be simply integrated into smart system by Bkav SmartHome.

Smart contextual scenario
Smart home system has a lot of scenarios available so it is difficult for you to select a scenario to use sometimes. With Bkav SmartHome, its 

system only displays the scenarios which are appropriate to use at the time or regularly used at certain times. For example, in the morning its touch 

screen only displays 4 buttons of “Morning”, “Wake up”, “Doing morning exercise”, “Get out of house”. By tapping “Do morning exercise”, the exercise 

machine starts, curtains opens, the fan ventilation starts up, music starts playing, the water heater operates in 30 minutes etc.

Similar to other features of Bkav SmartHome, Bkav SmartHome can understand your regular habits or needs to automatically display the appropriate 

scenarios in space and time. For example, the scenario of “Watch movies” in living room is not displayed on the touch screen at night, you just use it 

a few times the system automatically displays it on the scenario at night.



WITH UNLIMITED CONNECTION, POSSIBLE TO CONTROL 
YOUR HOUSE FROM ANYWHERE…

More visual with 3D touch screen
SmartHome allows you to easily control your house through visual 3D interface on a smartphone or tablet of which the devices are simulated 

same as in reality. Therefore, you just need to tap the devices on the screen when controlling them in your house. When you want to open the 

curtains, tap Curtains on the touch screen, and similarly tap air conditioner’s image for controlling the air conditioner.

Besides interactive control of devices in the room, 3D interface of Bkav SmartHome supports users in “moving" from one room to another same 

as in reality.

Whether in office, or on vacation, SmartHome system will help you 

easily monitor and control your home via mobile, tablet etc. with Wifi, 

3G, SMS, GPRS connection.



SMART SANITARY DEVICES AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM GAS ALARM 

CURTAIN CONTROL LIGHT CONTROL BY SCENARIOS

ENVIRONMENT CONTROL

CURTAIN CONTROL

MULTIMEDIA ENTERTAINMENT

LIGHT CONTROL BY SCENARIOS

MULTIZONE AUDIO SYSTEMCOOKING GUIDE

AUTO LIGHTING   

AUTO LIGHTING   

ACCESS CONTROL, VIDEO DOOR BELL – ACS

AUTO ENTRANCE CONTROL

AUTO LIGHTING

SECURITY SYSTEM     

AUTO LIGHTING

The SmartHome smart devices include smart faucet, 

automatic hand-dryer and auto-flush devices shall bring 

the comfort and clean to your bathroom.

Automatically waters grass in your garden based on 

scheduler or soil moisture.

Automatically turns on whenever there is a person and 

turns off if he leaves.

No more worry about fumbling a light switch in bathroom 

every time you wake up at night. The light will automatically 

turn on as soon as you step in.

When you get out of your house or night comes, the security 

system is automatically activated, detecting any intrusions. 

Camera will be recording, alarm light will turn on and the 

system will inform you as soon as there is any intrusion.

Turns on the light automatically, you do not have to fumble 

the door lock at night.

Open and close garage entrance by using remote control. 

The lights will automatically turn on as your car moves to 

the entrance.

The gas alarm device will produce warning and automatically 

lock the gas system as soon as detecting any gas leaking. 

Warm light when having dinner with family, brilliant light 

when holding birthday party. 

The multizone audio system will play your favorite pieces of 

music when your family having meals.

Opens wide at dawn and closes at night based on smart 

scenario. 

Customizes light and color with LED technology, brilliant 

when having visitors, sweet and gentle when relaxing etc. 

based on pre-defined scenarios. 

Feeling really relaxed at home. The system always connects 

to high-definition picture gallery, music collections and 

movies. 

Curtain opening and closing are completely automatic 

based on scenarios or environment's light condition.

Temperature and humidity are auto-adjusted based on your 

needs. The parameters of indoor/outdoor temperature and 

humidity will be updated continuously to help you choose 

weather-appropriate costumes when going out. 

A cooking library is always ready to help you prepare the 

most delicious meals for your family. 

Ensures safety for your home, opens the door by fingerprint 

or RFID card, images of visitors will be shown on the control 

touch screen.

The new home standard !

BATHROOM

MAIN DOOR

GARDEN KITCHEN

BEDROOM LIVING ROOM

DINING ROOM



The light system inside and outside your home will be divided into areas. Only when there is a person at an area, will the lights of the area turn 

on. They will automatically turn off as soon as the person leaves. Moreover, brightness and color will be adjusted automatically based on light 

of environment and your interests, bringing the comfort and energy saving.

The house’s security system plays an important role in protecting your home 24/7, moni-

toring and controlling any fire/explosion risks (gas leaking, electric firing), unauthorized 

intrusions etc. The system includes access control devices (ACS) (video door bell with 

finger print, code, RFID card), movement/human sensors, broken glasses sensors, smoke 

sensors, IP Camera system, electronic fence etc. With Bkav SmartHome, your entire 

house will be shown on the touch screen of a smartphone or tablet via the floor plan. For 

example, in the case of illegal intrusion over the fence (e.g., late at night), SmartHome‘s 

security system will immediately produce red flashing alert on garden area of the tablet 

screen’s floor plan. When you tap the area, the system will display streaming videos on the 

screen. Besides, you can set up different security levels for detection system such as: 

Turn on the lights in intruded areas, alert via siren through the house, send text messages 

or call the family members or other emergency phone numbers that you have registered. 

Security system will help you automatically enable other scenarios in the house, make you 

feel assured when at home and away from home.

by Bkav

Smart lighting system !

SAFE WITH SECURITY SYSTEM !



Bkav SmartHome’s multizone audio system helps different areas in 

a house simultaneously play music from various sources based on 

individual preferences. In each area, a user can select music based 

on his preferences without disturbance to those in other areas.

A smart house’s owner can select play modes based on time. For 

example, in the morning the system automatically plays gentle 

music to help the owner relax when a new day comes.

Environment Control System !
Air environment plays a particularly important role to health. SmartHome is equipped with environment control system, including temperature, humidity, oxygen 

concentration sensors placed at appropriate locations around your home. The parameters will be transferred to center system for calculating and giving control 

commands to air condition devices, dehumidifiers, ventilators etc. to help maintain your home's environment at its best. For each family, the owner can freely set up 

environmental parameters to suit his family, such as temperature to be set up lower in children room and higher for grandparent room.

Bkav SmartHome itself will also learn changes of the environment. For example, with “Sleep” scenario at normal default it automatically closes curtains, turns off 

ceiling lights and reflector lamps, only turns on bedside lamps, set air conditioner’s temperature to be lower at 25 °C. However, in early morning, users often feel cold 

and if they adjust the temperature to be higher at 27-28 °C, the system itself will automatically learn if the habit is repeated 2-3 times. The “Sleep” scenario will 

automatically update to adjust the temperature in early morning.

MULTIMEDIA ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 



The morning has come! 

My home's indoor lighting system automatically switches to 

“Auto” mode. I wake up in a piece of ballad music. 

It's time for morning exercise, I choose “Doing morning exercise” 

on the tablet.

Hot water is available. Ballad music played in our restroom, my 

children and I do personal hygiene stuffs while my wife is preparing 

the breakfast. Before breakfast, I choose “Have breakfast” scenario 

on the tablet placed on the table.

It's time to go to work, I check the traffic on the tablet, choose “Go 

to work” scenario, then ride my children to school.

My beloved piece of music is played

The tablet screen lights up, gets ready for use

The tablet screen lights up, gets ready for use

The television with morning exercises turns on

The heater starts to run

There is information about the day's weather, temperature

The garage door has already been opened when I get out

Air conditioner, heater automatically turns off

Curtains and windows automatically close

Security system immediately activated

Warm light pours all over the dining room

Curtains open wide enough

The Multizone Audio system plays our beloved pieces of music

A day with

GET UP, DO MORNING EXERCISE

PERSONAL HYGIENE STUFFS, HAVE BREAKFAST

A NEW WORKING DAY BEGINS



I am still in my office when an urgent message about a breach 

into my house sent to my phone. No need to worry, I just check 

my house through the camera on my laptop. Luckily, it was just 

my neighbor's child climbing the fence to take the ball he has 

kicked into.

When my wife gets home, she presses “Go home” button on her 

phone and all devices in our home start to operate.

Reset the security system

Continue working after just a few minutes of interruption After a long working day, nothing is more interesting than enjoying 

dinner with our family. Just by choosing “Have dinner” scenario on 

the tablet, the environment there will be adjusted to be suitable for 

our dinner.

Dinner finished, the dishes cleaned, it's time to enjoy a movie. We 

gather in our living room. Then, I choose “Watch movies” mode on 

the tablet.

Lights gradually decrease their brightness

Curtains close

The movie projector, media and surround sound system are turned on

I just select my favorite movie and enjoy

Lights above the dining table automatically become brighter

The Multizone Audio system plays our beloved pieces of music

The windows' curtains slightly open

Curtains open

Lights in passage and kitchen turn on

Air conditioner and heater start to run

Security system stops working

SECURITY WARNING IS SENT RELAX WITH DINNER

SUITABLE TIME TO ENJOY A MOVIEGOING HOME AFTER WORK



I activate “Sleep” scenario on the tablet placed beside our bed 

and…

I am wakened by a strange sound. I just have to wave my hand, 

the touch screen will automatically light up and I choose “Check 

my house” function. It turns out to be my neighbor who goes out 

early for his business trip.

The weather is wonderful, my friends have all come. I activate  

“Weekend” scenario on the tablet and let my smart home 

automatically do the rest…

Before going to the airport, I must check around to make sure 

that everything at home is fine, then choose “Go on holiday” 

scenario, everything will be automatically done. SmartHome is 

truly beyond the comfort.

Pieces of music are played around my home

Lights within the garden area turn on

The sprinkler system starts to run

Turn off all lights and appliances

Close all curtains

Activate the security system

I can even remotely control, manage my home via my phone or laptop.

All curtains close

Lights gradually decrease their brightness

The equipments, air conditioner systems are adjusted onto the 

energy saving mode

Security system is automatically activated

Lights in the living room and passage turn on bright enough

I check around my house, nothing strange found

I come back to the bedroom and choose “Get back to sleep”, the lights 

turn off before I drift into sleep again

TIME TO GO TO BED WEEKEND BEGINS

MY VACATION

Weekend

Holiday

STRANGE SOUND OUTSIDE



Bkav SmartHome system is truly smart thanks to its software. Besides, Bkav’s engineers produce elaborate devices of the system to make them 

deserve the high class of a smart home. Most devices used with aluminum monolithic cover, scratch-resistant Gorilla glass, touch screen etc. 

These designs and materials are also used in smartphone manufacturing industry, which requires the designs to be modern, advanced. The 

devices are manufactured in accordance with industry standards and meet the European standards (CE).

LIST OF DEVICES

KITCHEN

LIVING ROOM

SECURITY

STAIRCASE

BATHROOM

BEDROOM

GARDEN YARD

Multizone Audio System



Visual control via 3D touch screen
Bkav SmartHome is the only solution in the market to apply visual 3D on the touch screen of a smartphone or tablet to control. For 

other companies’ solutions, it is hard to find and use menu interface to control devices, the control is mainly on/off. This interface 

cannot be used if your children, the elderly or those are reluctant to use devices carefully and accurately.

Smart contextual scenario
The greatest utility for smart home solution is to operate based on preset scenarios. Each scenario is usually a set of steps to turn 

on/off devices throughout the house or in a room. Other companies often set up a lot of different scenarios such as scenarios for 

movies, guest, book, sleep, party etc. There may be hundreds of such different scenarios so a user must search a lot of scenarios 

to activate and use a scenario. These steps cause inconvenience and even after period of time they are no longer interested in using 

scenarios and smart home becomes an expensive toy accordingly.

Bkav SmartHome not only offers simple scenarios to use but also smartly creates scenarios based on context, the previous 

scenario, time for use. The system also calculates the habits of the user to make appropriate scenarios. For example, when a 

user is using “Dinner” scenario, the system "knows" what the user often do next by displaying the most contextually appropriate 

scenarios such as Movies, Guest or “Go out” etc. 

We call it as “Smart contextual scenario”

Bkav SmartHome is the complete smart system
Core platform operating system of Bkav HomeOS with its controllers apply modern technology, advanced materials, Bkav SmartHome has 

created a platform on which the technicians just need configuration to connect devices in a house, control them in a smart way. Bkav 

SmartHome’s platform makes smart houses become popular and it can be fully deployed into every house. Bkav SmartHome system may 

also be used by the elderly and children.

While some smart home companies in the market are at the primitive level, cannot configure for complete system, and only at home 

automation.



Optimization of the exploitation and use of devices
A device of Bkav SmartHome can perform different functions at different times which helps reduce costs. Accordingly, it is convenient to construct 

your house and makes it more beautiful. Light sensor is an example. It turns on lights when detecting a person and turn off lights when there is no one 

during daytime, but at night its task is to produce security warnings.

In the event that the central system has any problem, areas are still controlled and used with the necessary features.

The system integrates all electrical devices available on the market, unlike other smart homes which are very "picky" in connecting devices and only 

connect to some kind of devices. Bkav SmartHome can connect all devices.

The system understands and learns based on users’ habits
In reality, SmartHome users frequently have more needs and changes of scenarios based on time and circumstances. Bkav SmartHome will 

learn itself the changes and update scenarios to suit accordingly. For example, “Sleep” scenario at normal default, it automatically closes 

curtains, turns off ceiling lights and reflector lamps, only turns on bedside lamps, set air conditioner’s temperature to be lower at 25 °C. However, 

in early morning, users often feel cold and if they adjust the temperature to be higher at 27-28 °C, the system will automatically learn itself if the 

habit is repeated 2-3 times. The “Sleep” scenario will automatically update to adjust the temperature in early morning.

Currently, there is no such solution because other systems do not have any operating system, so they cannot learn habits of users.

Simple deployment
In fact, demands of change are inevitable such as extending for more rooms, repairing old rooms etc. Bkav SmartHome just installs additional expan-

sion devices without changing the current state of electricity infrastructure. Because Bkav defines approach of smart home via wireless (Zigbee, 

WiFi), which makes changes easier. Meanwhile, the others in the market with wired connection system (bus) are not feasible in case of any change.

Even in the case of new construction, Bkav SmartHome does not require changes in electrical infrastructure design, while the others must make 

subsidiary signal power line, connectors, electrical infrastructure changes etc. which lead to costly and complicated construction. For example, a 

house with 3, 4 rooms with dozens of nodes as Bus network needs a total of approximately 1,000 meters of low voltage wires to connect up to 100 

network nodes - each node is a device.



The new home standard !


